 Expect to Visit Yale, Princeton, Washington and Lawrence Colleges

The study of building plans and various methods used by colleges in the East will be given during the trip to New York City. A study of Mr. H. Todd in his trip East. Leaving the college at 2:00 o'clock on April 6 for New York, Mr. Todd will be gone for two or three weeks, and will visit a number of colleges. Among institutions he hopes to visit are Yale and Princeton, the Universities of Wisconsin, Washington and Lawrence, College, also in Wisconsin. Library and dormitory plans will be the principal part of his study.

At Lawrence College, located at Appleton, Wis., Dr. Todd will study the methods of cooperation between the school and the wood processing plants of the district. The manufacturers support a wood-pulp building as a part of the college curriculum. At the University of Wisconsin, Dr. Todd will consider the curriculum the students desire.

The president will also call on several faculty members at the schools that invest their funds in educational institutions.

The present trip is Dr. Todd's second one of this school year to the East, and it is a part of his plan for that year and goes purely in the interests of the college, making the school known in the East. His past trips have shown him that C. P. B. has a considerable reputation there.

Goethe's "Faust"

Presented Here

Limited Reservations Presented by Students

Students of the College of Puget Sound will be given the opportunity to see Richard Wagner's dramatic work "Faust," as a limited number of special student tickets have been secured for the entire fifty of fifty. Any one who wishes to see production should make reservations, which can be obtained from the Pearl Jones for information. All reservations should be made prior to spring vacation.

The world famous play will be presented under the sponsorship of the German League in association with the German Service of the YMCA. The German League production will be held Wednesday, April 13, at 8 P. M. at the Temple Theatre.

The production is to be in honor of the 100th anniversary of Goethe's death and is the fourth time it has been presented in the United States.

Mrs. Burton Jones, director of the play, will give a complimentary lecture on the play and its background in German at the Annual League Auditorium, Thursday, April 7, at 8 P. M.

PLAYER'S GIVE TACOMA PLAY

A one act play entitled "The Miracle of Our Lady's Chaplet," written by the secretary of the Drama Club, Mrs. H. Wright, was presented in chapel this morning in observance of Easter.

The play was presented very admirably by the Dramatics. Mrs. Pauline Pearl Jones, students appearing in the play, are members of the Dramatics. Dances and taking part in the dressing of the statues Mary and St. Peter were done by Sophomore basketball team.

Tumblimg club.

Collegians in Good Standing Receive Awards

The Adelphian Choral Society, St. Paul's United Church, and the College of Puget Sound, under the hand of Professor John Paul Bennett, will have Sunday morning April 10, to make a ten-day trip through the state and part of the north. They will sing in Ellensburg, Yakima, Wenatchee, Bellevue, Spaoklan, Bellingham, Bellingham, Centralia and Chehalis before they cross the state line. In Idaho they will be heard in Lewiston, Idaho. Returning to Washington, they will appear in Pullman, Spokane, Cheney and Kent. They bring this tour to Tacoma just ten days after they leave Idaho.

While on this tour, the society will appear in the following communities:

(Continued on Page Four)

FORMER STUDENT OBTAINS MEDICAL PROFESSORSHIP

Dr. J. Ernest R. Buskirk, who graduated from the College of Puget Sound in 1914, has been given a professorship at the University of Oregon in Portland.

To receive such a position is indeed an honor, as the record of Jamaican medical in the country is not very high in medical standing in the country.

After leaving college, Dr. Buskirk was associated with the University of Oregon, where he received his M. A. degree. Having completed his internship at the City Hospital of San Francisco, he became associated with Dr. Arthur Street, who is chief surgeon in the Scott's Hill, Med.

Dr. Buskirk is a member of the faculty of the medical school in the city of Portland. He has opened an office in the Medical Building and is in practice in Portland. He is also a member of Alpha Omega Alpha, Sigma Xi, medical society.

While at C. P. B. Dr. Buskirk was also a member of Sigma Zeta Epsilon fraternity.

He was a student here for two years and was active in the intramural activities, playing by Peggy Scudder. Music for the religious presentation was given by the Adelphian Choral Society, Louise Montgomery played the organ during the play.
Fraternity Plans Smart Dinner Dance for Saturday Evening to Celebrate Anniversary

One of the outstanding social events of the spring season will be held by Delta Pi Omicron fraternity on Saturday evening. This popular campus group has promised to be gay and entertaining the anniversary idea, as well as featuring many unusual features.

Music for the occasion will be furnished by Nathan Stalin’s orchestra and many singers are at hand. Those who attend according to Ruth Selchon and Harold Bower will be in charge. Patron and patronesses will be Professor and Mrs. Franzen.

An incomplete list of the guests includes the Messes Ames, Ivy Billie Ellison, Frances Patrick, Lorraine Massey, Marian Stewart, Alice Talmby, Billie Ann, Bryan Penry, Vanda Winder, Martha Ellison, Andrey DeLugipit, Marlyn Evans, Minnie Johnson, and many others. Arrangements have been made by Constance Williamson, Margaret Jackson and Minnion Meagle, Margaret Jackson, Alina Marsh, Frances Kerr, Ethel Davis, Margaret Telford, Clara Jensen, Gertrude Ellis, Mrs. George Pirth and Mrs. Rovna Frava.


Mrs. J. D. Bowler, J. Russell Roberts, Mrs. J. D. Bowler, J. Russell Roberts, and Warren Perry, Ray Bower headed the committee in charge and with Marion Ray and Haru Semba assisted by the ladies. Post cards are planned in the form of a radio broadcast, and other types of entertainment. A program of this idea, a clever program was presented last night at the party honoring President and Mrs. Edward Todd.
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**Loggers Defeat Abe Trackmen**

Local Cinder Artists Win All Relay Events

Loggers track and field artists scored an over powering victory over Lincoln high Tuesday afternoon at Lincoln low in a practice relay meet, winning by a 94% to 28% count. C. P. S. won all six of the relay events, took first and third in the 100-yard dash, and a fair record in the field, where they were strong.

Lincoln's clean sweep in the javelin and shot won most of the track events. Pete Piety scored an unexpected victory over Erickson, Lynne Young, and dead in the dash with a throw of 109 feet, 6 inches. Marks in most of the events were held down somewhat by the slippery condition of the track and field caused by a continual drizzling of rain throughout the day. Summary:

- 880-yard relay--C. P. S. (Bower, Pierry, Weitz, Doty), Time--1:19.34.
- Shuttle hurdle relay--C. P. S. (Bower, Pierry, Bates, Weitz), Time--50.5.
- Distance medley relay--C. P. S. (Bower, Pierry, Bates, Weitz), Time--50.5.
- Shot put--Smith, Lincoln, first; L. Johnson, second; Thompson, Lincoln, third. Distance--45 feet, 6 inches.
- Discus--Piety, C. P. S., first; Smith, Lincoln, second; Brooks, Lincoln, third. Distance--145 feet, 4 inches.
- javelin--Greening, Lincoln, first; Smith, Lincoln, second; Brooks, Lincoln, third. Distance--145 feet, 4 inches.

The feature of this annual track meet, says Coach Raymond Seel, is "that it is the fact that will give everyone an opportunity to participate in other ways besides those all graduates are eligible for.

The teams are also be used as a tryout for the Ellenburg Normal meet to be run off April 22 at Ellensburg.

---

**Loggers Gridders End Practice Today as Spring Football Makes Final Bow**

Coach Ray Sandberg Guides Maroon and White Football Aspirants Through Five Weeks of Intensive Training; Good Prospects Developed by Loger Mentor

With this afternoon's practice, spring football will come to a close. The three gridiron clubs and the 30 odd gridders, who have trained since the beginning of the regular season last fall. Under the watchful eye of Coach Roy Sandberg, the candidates for the 1932 grid machine have gone through five weeks of training in order to give the Loger mentor an idea of what will be necessary to give C. P. S. a winning aggregate.

Promising Athletes

Among the men who have turned out are not only the lettermen of last year and other prospects now but also several young promising athletes who are not attending college but who are still in high school. Some of these outside prospects will undoubtedly enroll in the Montana and White Institution fall session and will give the Loger mentor a tough battle for their positions. Their participation in the spring drills has acquainted them with Sandberg's style of football and made it possible for them to start the fall practices at this level as those now attending C. P. S. will.

**Shift Play Used**

The outclautment of the past five weeks has been the "nothing shift" or "shift play" by "Wandy." The shift used is somewhat similar to that used by the University of Southern California "two years ago. Much stress has been placed on the shift play forms and with fasts with to get over the regular. A large number have been turned out having worked out to the satisfaction of the Loger mentor will be used dur-

A large part of the offensive play to be cut as Jack Kibbush will play in the throwing end of the passes. Kibbush has become an acclimatized pitch man and with fasts with to get over the field, will be used. It is possible that the shift play may be gamed in this way.

---

**Mexicans Hear Dry Programs**

Students in Mexico are now listening to a radio program known as the "anti- alcohol hour," according to information just received by the Ministry of Industry, Commerce and Labor of the Mexican government at Mexico City. The information stated: "A week after the show was transmitted, 1000 complaints from the national safety and health association have been registered as those now attending C. P. S. and Prescott, Lincoln, tied for third. Height--5 feet, 4 inches.
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- javelin--Greening, Lincoln, first; Smith, Lincoln, second; Brooks, Lincoln, third. Distance--145 feet, 4 inches.
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THE COLLEGE'S PEEKWEEK

A letter received by the college recently complimenting Pufto Sound on its strong financial standing, proves quite a blow to the continual knocnngs of our institution. The letter commends us for our consistent financial ability and says that we knows and recognizes a school's real values. These insistent knockings are in fact, a side-proof of our strength and especially, it comes from people of authority outside our own educational circle.

Many institutions have been closed to their doors because of the conditions in the country at this time. C. P. C. endeavors were maintained in spite of national financial troubles which are the subject of the letter. Furthermore, it says: "In the pursuit of knowledge, the student will always be a student, and the quadrangle was only a thing of the past in the college days shall have been brought to a close. The college graduate is expected to have an intelligent attitude and the public assumed the high pitch level expected of a college graduate. Money is scarce. We have over emphasized the importance of the student in a college education is something more than a football player. The student has a right to expect more than to be regarded as the number one football player. The administration has worked out a plan whereby they can go to any length to get an education and to the public assumed the high pitch level expected of a college graduate. Money is scarce. We have over emphasized the importance of the student in a college education is something more than a football player. The student has a right to expect more than to be regarded as the number one football player. The administration has worked out a plan whereby they can go to any length to get an education and to
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